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Development of a self-administered questionnaire to assess
disease-prone personalities: Item construction and content
validity
Jun Nagano * and Nobuyuki Sudo †

Abstract
The etiological roles of psychosocial factors in cancer and coronary heart disease (CHD) have received much
attention in psychosomatic research, and recent epidemiological studies have added scientific evidence
concerning this issue.

Grossarth-Maticek and colleagues have shown, through their series of prospective

studies, a strong relationship between certain personalities (reactions to stress) and diseases such as cancer,
apoplexy, and CHD.

Based on the Grossarth-Maticek theory, we have developed a self-administered

questionnaire, the Stress Inventory (SI), to assess possible disease-prone personalities in the Japanese
population. This paper describes the constructs to be assessed by SI and the procedure for creating items
included in SI.

Content validity is also discussed.

We created a pool of items referring to the

Grossarth-Maticek disease-prone/healthy personalities, including “Types 1 to 6”, “7 traits”, and
“self-regulation”.

Using different sets of items selected from the pool, we interviewed doctors and nurses

specializing in psychosomatic medicine if the items were easily understood and if they appropriately asked
what we intended.

According to their comments, a set of revised items was constructed.

Similar

procedures were then done with psychosomatic patients, followed by patients with cancer or myocardial
infarction.

Finally, a set of 75 items for SI was prepared to assess 9 constructs: ‘low sense of control’,

‘having an idealized object that causes persistent hopelessness and depression’, ‘having a persecuting object
that causes chronic irritation and anger’, ‘ambivalent dependence on an object’, ‘openness of negative
emotions’, ‘unfulfilled needs for dependence’, ‘tendency to repress one’s own needs’, ‘rationality and
anti-emotionality’, and ‘lack of emotional experiences’. The current version of SI was found to be usable
as a self-administered questionnaire and valid in content.

Further examinations will aim at its factorial and

construct validity, as well as reliability.
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Introduction
The etiological roles of psychosocial factors in the onset and progression of cardiovascular disease (CVD),
such as stroke and coronary heart disease, and malignant disease (cancer) have received increasing attention
in recent years1,2.

For example, Type A behavior and the related personality characteristics of hostility an

anger are known to be risk factors for ischemic heart disease (IHD)3.

There have also been reports of

relationships between IHD and psychosocial factors such as depression, exhaustion, low sense of job control,
and hopelessness4-6.
cancer

4,7-9

Depression and hopelessness have also been suggested to be associated with

.

Grossarth-Maticek and colleagues have reported unique personality theories and relationships between
certain personality profiles and specific diseases on the basis of cohort studies initiated in 1965 in the former
Yugoslavia and in 1972 in the former West Germany10-12.

Besides the elements sharing the constructs of

above mentioned factors such as Type A, hostility/anger, and hopelessness/low sense of control, their theory
include unique elements such as “autonomy and object dependence” and “self-regulation”.

Their findings

showed strong associations between these elements and incidence of and mortality from CVD and cancer.
For example, during the 15-year follow-up period mortality risks from CVD and cancer were respectively 12
times and 8 times higher in people with the lowest autonomy score versus those with the highest autonomy
score12.

Intervention with cognitive-behavioral therapy to a low-autonomy population resulted in a 44%

reduction in CVD mortality and a 36% reduction in cancer mortality12.
replication studies have, so far, not been actively reported

13-15

.

Despite these noteworthy findings,

One reason for this is the complexity and

lack of standardization in systems of personality assessment based on interviews and questionnaires.

For

example, the Grossarth-Maticek questionnaires were filled out by study participants after spending a
considerable amount of time to discuss the aims of the questions.

The participants would have found the
16

questions quite difficult to answer without this kind of preparation .
We have developed the “Stress Inventory (SI)”, a self-administered questionnaire which, referring to the
Grossarth-Maticek theory, is designed to evaluate psychosocial factors (personality traits) that are risk
factors for CVD and cancer in the Japanese population17.

In this article we provide a summary of the

process of preparing the question items for this questionnaire, and describe the 9 constructs that these
questions are designed to assess.
An individual's psychosocial stress is thought to be determined by an interaction between stressors and
his/her responding style to the stressors.

In this article we define “personality” as the cognitive and

behavioral responding style to stressors.

The Grossarth-Maticek Personality Theory
The Grossarth-Maticek theory typically proposes three models for disease-prone personalities.

Of these,

the easiest to understand may be the theory that posits six personality types (“Type 1” through “Type 6”, see
Table 1) 18,19.

The Type 1 personality is considered to be cancer-prone, and Type 2 is considered to be
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CVD-prone.

For each of these types, characteristically the individual's psychological well-being can be

strongly influenced by certain external objects (such as people and conditions).
to this as “object-dependent behavior patterns”.

Grossarth-Maticek referred

Whereas a Type 1 person would idealize a certain object to

provide individual satisfaction, and then have repeated experiences primarily of hopelessness and depression
related to that object, a Type 2 person would believe that a certain object is the cause of his/her unhappiness,
and would experience repeated bouts of anger and irritation related to that object.
personality.

Type 4 is a healthy

When a Type 4 person has a sustained negative experience in relation to another person or a

targeted object, he/she flexibly changes his/her thinking and behavior that has been associated with the
object up to that point.

Also, he/she usually seeks new ways of thinking and behaving that will provide

desirable results in the long term.

As a result, a Type 4 person rarely encounter repeated negative

experiences with a specific objective.
“autonomy”.

This characteristic is termed

“autonomous behavior pattern” or

The Type 3 personality is characterized by continued oscillation between patterns typical of

Type 1 and Type 2, and is designated as “ambivalent type”.

Although object-dependent, Type 3 is

considered under the Grossarth-Maticek theory to be a “healthy” personality type because it is prone neither
to cancer nor to CVD.

It has also been suggested that Type 1 and Type 2 persons are characterized by

excessively repressing their needs (this is particularly pronounced in Type 1), while Type 3 persons tend to
inappropriately express their needs 20.

The Type 3 personality is also characterized by egoistic and

21

egocentric behaviors .
Type 5 and Type 6 are categories that were added later19.

Type 5 is characterized by a tendency to repress

emotional behaviors and to respond rationally when under frustrating and conflicting relationships with
others (“rationality and anti-emotionality”, see below) 20-22.
cancer19.

In addition, there are indications that rationality and anti-emotionality which characterizes Type 5

personality, is also prone to CVD23.
egocentric.
19,21,22

This personality type is prone to depression and

The Type 6 personality is antisocial, aggressive, and extremely

This personality type is unlikely to develop cancer or CVD, but is prone to substance addiction

.

The second model posits a theory of personality traits. A discussion of this “7 traits” model was published
prior to publication of the above noted personality typology16,23-26.

Table 2 summarizes these traits, with

their abbreviations used in this article and their relation to cancer and CVD.

Of these traits, “chronic

depression” and “chronic anger” correspond to one of the Type 1 constructs and one of the Type 2 core
constructs, respectively. “Suppressing personal needs” is also an element included in the Type 1 construct,
but a study on the traits theory has shown a weaker correlation between this trait and cancer than between
chronic depression and cancer26.

In contrast, findings from a prospective study that assessed “interpersonal

repression” (the tendency to be repressed by others and to conform to others) indicate a clear correlation
between this trait and cancer 27.

A tendency to repress one's own needs means that the needs are repressed

primarily by the individual, while a tendency towards interpersonal repression means primarily that the
individual is being repressed by others.

Thus, strictly speaking these two traits have different nuances, but

here we have treated them as being essentially the same construct.

3
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model including the three traits of “disregarding symptoms”, “lacking social supports” and “lacking anxiety”,
as well as the above four traits, only showed a weak correlation between the former three and cancer and
CVD 26.
The third model involves a personality trait called “self-regulation” 12.

Although we have not found a clear

definition in their publications, we have understood it as to mean ”the individual’s competence to adequately
recognize frustrations and conflicts, to solve them through flexible coping behaviors, and to maintain mental
and physical health”.

Prospective studies showed that the majority of persons having a high self-regulation

were categorized as Type 4 personality, and were less susceptible to different diseases including cancer and
CVD 12.

Constructs to be assessed by the Stress Inventory and the procedures for creating items to be
included
Grossarth-Maticek, co-working with Eysenck and colleagues, has published a number of articles on their
personality theory and methods for their personality assessments10-12,18,19,28, and those articles provide
considerable assistance in understanding the theory and methods involved.

However, the questions used for

the personality assessments included some that were not necessarily easy to understand, and there remained
some for which the theoretical background was not clear.

For these reason, one of the authors visited

Grossarth-Maticek in 1995 in an attempt to achieve a better understanding through direct discussion.
Subsequently we translated the Self-Regulation Inventory (SRI), a questionnaire to assess self-regulation,
into Japanese, and arranged for a third party who was unfamiliar with Grossarth-Maticek's theories to
back-translate our Japanese document into German.

We then had the back-translation checked by

Grossarth-Maticek in order to make sure that our Japanese document was consistent with the original.
Grossarth-Maticek and colleagues have also developed a cognitive-behavioral therapy called “autonomy
training”10. When we applied a form of autonomy training to Japanese patients with psychosomatic or
psychological conditions, we found that the patients resolved their problems, particularly interpersonal
problems, accompanied by improvements in different physical conditions29,30. We also observed a process
whereby the patients tended to shift their behavioral pattern from object-dependent to autonomous.

These

findings helped us to obtain a greater understanding of the Grossarth-Maticek theory.
Assessment instruments (questionnaires) have been prepared for each of the three models in the
Grossarth-Maticek personality theory. Of these, we referred to those for which English versions were
accessible to us: the "Long Questionnaire"18, the "Short Scale" 18, the "Personality Stress Questionnaire"19
and the "Short Interpersonal Reactions Inventory"19,31 for assessment of the 6 personality types (4 personality
types in the early stage); and the SRI 12 for self-regulation.

For the 7 traits, the only available English

version was the set of 11 items for rationality and anti-emotionality 23, but we found detailed discussions of
other traits in the literature24-27,32, which provided greater understanding.
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Because the 3 models are essentially based on the same theory (personal communication, 1995), these
inventory items sometimes overlap, and there are numerous items that are quite similar33.
the task of classifying and organizing these items.

We thus began

As for the SRI, we did a preliminary factor analysis (in

men and women receiving health check-ups, 20 to 67 years of age with a mean of 39.1; unpublished data),
and then referred to those results in classifying its items.
Our primary objective in developing the Stress Inventory was to assess disease-prone personalities, so in
general we did not include constructs relevant to Type 3, Type 4, and Type 6 that are not considered to be
disease-prone personalities.

We did not include in our organizational process, either, the SRI items

corresponding to the two main factors considered to be healthy (Factor 1: attitude to cope with problems
flexibly; Factor 2: positive attitude to maintain physical and mental health).

However, we made an

exception in including some of the core elements of the Type 3 construct, such as “ambivalent dependence
on an object” and “egocentric behavior”.

Of the 7 traits, we included the 3 traits suggested to be most

strongly associated with illness (“rationality and anti-emotionality”, “chronic sense of hopelessness”, and
“chronic anger”), as well as “suppressing personal needs” which constitutes the Type 1 construct.

Although

Grossarth-Maticek and colleagues did not consistently find an association between “lacking social supports”
and the development of illness 26, we included this construct because other researchers have shown a
relationship with CVD 34-36 and cancer 37-39 .
Through the process described above, we prepared several pools of around 200 question items, from which
we selected 60-100 items to form provisional questionnaires.

We first asked about 20 physicians and

nurses specializing in psychosomatic medicine to elicit their views regarding whether the questions were
readily understandable, whether each question appropriately reflected the purpose of that question, and
whether the questions would be understood by our subjects in the way that we intended.
the questionnaires based on their feedback.

We then revised

Next, we administered the revised questionnaires to about 30

inpatients and outpatients who were receiving treatment for psychosomatic conditions.

After they

completed the questionnaires, we interviewed each patient and elicited their feedback in the same way we
did for the doctors and nurses.

We referred to this feedback in revising the questionnaires, as well as in

supplementing those items that seemed unclear or imprecise.

In the interviews with the patients, we had

prepared different response forms using 2, 4, 6, or 10 possible choices, and obtained views on the difficulty
or ease of responding to questions using each of these forms, and on the stability of these responses.
Accordingly, we determined that the 6-choice type was best-suited for our purposes.
Subsequently, we used the questionnaire to survey inpatients who were hospitalized for CHD or cancer
(15-20 patients in each category).

In those interviews, the subjects were asked what they had been thinking

about in their own personal situation when they were answering each question.

A question was considered

appropriate if the situation that the subject was thinking about was in accord with our intention when we
drafted the question.

If the subject was not particularly aware of thinking about a specific situation when

answering a question, or if the subject appeared to misunderstand the question, the question was revised
while eliciting the subject's comments.

By this point, interviewers were beginning to get a clearer
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understanding of the subject's actual spontaneous experience with others, and of the subject's way of thinking
and behavioral patterns.

From this we were able to preliminarily confirm that the Grossarth-Maticek

“disease-prone” personality traits were found among the patients having the corresponding disease.

The constructs to be measured by the Stress Inventory and questionnaire items prepared for those
constructs
Through the procedures described above, we defined nine constructs to be measured by the Stress Inventory,
and developed questions corresponding to each of them.
items in total.

The questionnaire at this stage consisted of 75

The question items along with corresponding abbreviations of those constructs are noted in

Appendix. Table 3 shows the relationship between the Stress Inventory constructs and the
Grossarth-Maticek personality types and traits on which they are refered to.

Below we provide a brief

discussion of each construct.
Low sense of control.

The SRI, which measurs self-regulation, includes the item, “If I have a problem, I

can always find a new way of thinking and/or a very good method for resolving it”, and we considered it to
correspond to the construct of “the sense of having control over stressful situations”.

In contrast, the Type

1 item, “I am still dragging along circumstances that occurred a long time ago (a death or calamity that
affected me)” (from the PSQ), and the Type 2 item, “My discontent and stress are caused entirely by things
that other people say and do, and I have no control over them” (from the SRI) appear to be related to the lack
of sense of control over stressful situations.

Steptoe and Appels took a number of interrelated and similar

constructs such as job control presented by Karasek40 and vital exhaustion by Appels et al.41, and
summarized them under the designation of “personal control”, and called this concept a key to understanding
the phenomenon of disease-proneness42.

We consider their findings to correspond to this construct.

We

intend to measure the low sense of control over stressful situations with Stress Inventory items a1-a6 (see
Appendix).
Object dependence of loss.

These items are intended to measure “the tendency to regard a specific object

as indispensable and to remain fixated on that object for an extended time, even while experiencing repeated
disappointments”, corresponding to chronic hopelessness that constitutes the Type 1 core construct.

For

situations in which one is no longer connected with the object (for example, because of death), items b1-b10
were designed to measure the extent to which the loss of that connection is still being felt at present.

For

situations in which one is still connected to the object, items b1-b10 are used to measure the extent of
dissatisfaction with the situation, items b11 and b12 are intended simply to identify “the presence of an
indispensable object”, however.

This construct may overlap with hopelessness/depression, which has been

associated with cancer in other prospective studies4,8,43.
Object dependence of anger.

These items are intended to measure “the tendency to regard a specific

object as persecuting and to remain fixated on that object for an extended time without changing attitude
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toward the object”, corresponding to the Type 2 core construct of chronic anger.

Items c1-c12 were

designed to meat the conditions: (1) they include implication that the subject had tried and failed in attempts
to change, remove, or separate from the object; and (2) the unpleasant connection, if the object happened in
the past, is still being dragged along at present, or it has been continuous over an extended period of time if
the object is a matter of the present.

Prospective studies by other researchers have shown that “anger”,

which this construct overlaps with, and “hostility”, which it is closely related to, have been associated with
IHD 44-46 .
Object dependence of ambivalence.

This constitutes the core construct of the Type 3 personality.

Items

d1-d6 attempt to measure “the tendency to continue to alternate in major ways between such two opposite
dependency attitudes as at some times one regards a specific object as indispensable to his/her happiness, and
with some trivial incident he/she views the same object as a cause of personal unhappiness”.

Other than the

work by Grossarth-Maticek and colleagues, we know of no other research on the relationship between this
construct and proneness to physical illness.

Because this construct and the previous two constructs can be

considered subconcepts to the upper concept of object dependence, the questionnaire items corresponding to
these constructs were developed with special attention to their interrelationships (as shown as Group 2 in
Table 3).
Disclosure of negative experiences.
negative emotional experiences”.

Items e1-e4 were designed to inquire into “the extent of openness of

The Grossarth-Maticek questionnaires include few relevant questions,

although the SRI contains only a few.

These questions are included in the present questionnaire as an

element that is more different than might first be surmised as the subsequent construct, “unfulfilled needs for
acceptance”, and no particular relation to disease has been hypothesized for this construct.

In the

development process, however, these two constructs have been handled as a pair, and are shown as Group 3
in Table 3.
Unfulfilled needs for acceptance.
core of the healthy personality.

The Grossarth-Maticek theory places psychological autonomy at the

On the other hand, when discussing dependence it is important to

differentiate between “accepted dependence” and “unaccepted dependence”, and only the latter can be a
disease-pone property (personal communication, 1995).
close to this construct.

Of the 7 traits, lacking social supports may be

Here we attempt to use items f1-f8 to assess “the situation where one holds needs

for acceptance by others and such needs are unfulfilled”, rather a simpler idea of the presence/absence of
social support.
Suppressing needs and emotions.

This construct, along with object dependence of loss, constitutes the

Type 1 personality, and corresponds to suppressing personal needs of the 7 traits.

PSQ and SIRI contain

altruism as a relevant construct, which is represented by such items as “I often yield to other people and give
up my own cause in order to get along with others”.

This construct is thought to be the opposite of the

egoistic and egocentric attitudes which constitutes the Type 3 personality.

In the present study we intend to

measure “the tendency to repress one's own needs and to conform to others”.
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prepared items g1-g3 for egoistic and egocentric attitudes, items g4-g7 for altruistic attitudes, g8-g15 for
self-repression based on ethics and logic, and g16 and g17 for a sense of “being unable to behave freely”.
However, this group is apparently made up of questions having different nuances.
be consistent enough to be grouped into a single construct.

These questions may not

In a prospective study, Dattore et al found a

positive correlation between cancer and the MMPI repression scale, which measures a similar construct to
this; these findings were not confirmed by other studies, however 47,48 .
Rational and anti-emotional behavior.

This constitutes the Type 5 core construct and corresponds to

rationality and anti-emotionality in the Grossarth-Maticek personality traits.

Items h1-h5 intend to measure

“the personality trait that strongly avoids being emotional in interpersonal relationships and that represses
emotion and strives to deal with conflicts solely on the basis of rationality”.

The Type 3 personality

includes the opposite element, i.e., the trait of behaving emotionally in relationships with others.
Rationality and anti-emotionality can be considered in a broad understanding an aspect of suppressing needs
and emotions (shown as Group 4 in Table 3).

Emotional suppression is a construct that has long been

thought to be a cancer-prone personality49-51, but such relationship has not necessarily been substantiated by
findings from prospective studies52-54. Rationality and anti-emotionality, a unique construct by
Grossarth-Maticek, is shown to have a clear association with cancer, and is also suggested to positively
interact with Type 1 and Type 2 in predicting cancer and CVD16.
Lacking emotional experiences.

In order to verbally express emotions, it is necessary to go through the

three stages of emotional identification, processing, and verbal expression55,56. The development of the
Stress Inventory was based on the premise that the subject would be able to identify their emotions.
Therefore, it should be of use if the SI assesses difficulties in emotional identification, and helps determining
the validity of responses as a whole when the subject would have such difficulties.
designed to measure the “lack of strong emotional experiences”.

Items i1-i5 were

If this tendency is at an extreme level, it

may be necessary to question whether the subject has problems with emotional identification.

Closing remarks
Here we discussed the development of the Stress Inventory, a questionnaire to measure personalities that
include those prone to cancer and CVD, with special focus on the description of constructs to be assessed
and the developing process of items for measuring the constructs.

Through administration of provisional

questionnaires to subjects including cancer and IHD patients and subsequent interviews with them, we could
develop the items that subjects properly understand what they are asked.

We believe that the present

version of the Stress Inventory covers some of the major elements of the disease-prone personalities by
Grossarth-Maticek, and to some extent its content validity has been confirmed.

Since the subjects were

able to understand the intent of the questions without any prior interview-based explanation on their
theoretical background and without any specific assistance in answering the questions, we consider it
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feasible to use this instrument as a self-administered questionnaire.

We plan to conduct further studies to

assess factorial validity, construct validity, and reliability.
In addition to covering disease-prone personalities, the Grossarth-Maticek questionnaires also contain
numerous items regarding healthy personalities such as the Type 4 personality, autonomy, and
self-regulation.

The Stress Inventory does not include items relevant to the healthy personalities.

However, the present instrument may possibly be used to assess healthy personalities through measurements
showing no or weak tendencies toward disease-prone characteristics; e.g., low scores on low sense of control,
low scores both on object dependence of loss and object dependence of anger, low scores on unfulfilled
needs for acceptance, low scores on suppressing needs and emotions, and lack of an extremely high score on
rational and anti-emotional behavior.

Further studies should examine this issue by comparing the response

to the Stress Inventory with those to instruments that measure the Type 4 personality, high autonomy, and
high self-regulation.
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Table 1. The characteristics and disease-proneness of the Grossarth-Maticek personality types

Personality
Type 1

Characteristics
Dependence on a withdrawing object
Chronic hopeless/helpless feelings
Altruism and emotional suppression
Type 2
Dependence on a disturbing object
Chronic anger and excitement
Type 3
Ambivalent, egocentric behaviors
Type 4
Autonomy
Type 5
Rational and anti-emotional coping
behaviors
Type 6
Antisocial behavior
CVD: cardiovascular disease
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Proneness to cancer and CVD
Cancer

CVD
Neither
Neither
Cancer, CVD
Neither
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Table 2. The characteristics and disease-proneness of the Grossarth-Maticek personality traits
Abbreviation
Chronic sense of
hopelessness
Chronic anger

Characteristics

Proneness to
cancer and CVD
Cancer

Rationality and
anti-emotionality

Tendency to experience chronic hopelesness and
depression after life events
Tendency to experience chronic anger and excitement
after life events
Tendency to repress emotional behaviors and to respond
rationally when under stress in relationships with others

Suppressing personal
needs

Tendency to seek for harmony with others by suppressing
one’s own needs

Cancer

Disregarding symptoms

Tendency to disregard or ignore physical symptoms

Weak

Lacking social supports

Tendency to lack emotionaly preferable social supports

Weak

Lacking anxiety

Tendency to lack psychologic symptoms such as anxiety

Weak

CVD: cardiovascular disease
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Table 3. The nine constructs of the Stress Inventory and their hypothetical associations with the Grossarth-Maticek personality types and traits
Stress Inventory

Group 1
Low sense of control

Grossarth-Maticek personalities
Type 1

Type 2

○

○

6 types
Type 3

Group 2
Object dependence of
○
loss
Object dependence of
○
anger
Object dependence of
○
ambivalence
Group 3
Disclosure of negative
○
experiences
Unfulfilled needs for
○
○
acceptance
Group 4
Suppressing needs and
○
○
○
emotions
Rational and
○
anti-emotional behavior
Group 5
Lacking emotional
experiences
○: Types and traits that the Stress Inventory constructs refer to.

Type 4

Type 5

Chronic
depression

○

○

○

○

○

Chronic
anger

7 traits
Rationality Suppressing
and antipersonal
emotionality
needs

Self-regulation
Lacking
social
support

○

○
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

？

？

○

○

？: Types and traits that the Stress Inventory constructs may be associated with.
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Appendix. The constructs to be assesed by the Stress Inventory and corresponding question items
Group 1
A. Low sense of control
a1. Do you find it difficult to forget about things that were extremely tough on you?
a2. Do you find it rather difficult to emotionally recover after experiencing something very
disappointing?
a3. Do you think that when something happens like the loss of something important, it is difficult to
forget about what was lost?
a4. Do you find it difficult to altogether forget about things that have made you very angry?
a5. Do you often feel it rather difficult to escape from unpleasant situations?
a6. When you are put into a position where you become very angry, do you often think that you
cannot change the situation?
Group 2
B. Object dependence of loss
b1. Do you have a certain person who, among those you are separated from or who have passed away,
you could not forget about?
b2. Do you often feel heartbroken when remembering a certain person?
b3. Do you have past experiences that cause painful feelings when you remember them?
b4. Do you have past experiences that make you feel sad every time you remember them?
b5. Is there something you have lost in the past that you can’t seem to forget about?
b6. Do you have a certain person with whom you cannot seem to develop a good relationship and
who has caused you sadness and loneliness?
b7. Is there someone whom you have felt for a long time you would like to understand you more?
b8. Do you have a certain person with whom you know you may never establish a good relationship,
but you cannot stop trying?
b9. Is there something that, even though you know you will never have, you can’t give up on trying to
attain?
b10. Do you have a specific desire which even though has not been fulfilled; you have not given up on
and it has repeatedly left you feeling hopeless.
b11. Do you have a certain person who makes you feel that you cannot be happy unless they are
happy?
b12. Do you have a certain person who makes you feel you cannot be happy without them?
C. Object dependence of anger
c1. Is there a certain person who, although they are a thing of the past, still so frustrates or angers you
that they repeatedly come to mind?
c2. Do you time and again get upset over a certain person when you think about them?
c3. Do you have an experience that, even though it’s a thing of the past, made you so angry that you
continue to remember it time and again even now?
c4. Do you have an experience that, even though it’s a thing of the past, makes you angry when you
frequently remember it?
c5. Is there a certain person who makes you angry because, even though you have been friendly to
them, they won’t accept you at all?
c6. Is there a certain person who understands your feelings so little that you always get frustrated?
c7. Is there a certain person who always frustrates you because they seldom change their attitude?
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c8. Is there a certain person with whom, even though they make you angry, it is difficult to end the
relationship with?
c9. Is there a certain person with whom you want to separate, but in reality it is difficult to separate
from?
c10. Are there any circumstances or conditions that make you frustrated because you can’t get away
from them?
c11. Do you have any circumstances or conditions that you find deeply unpleasant because they cannot
be changed?
c12. Do you have any circumstances or conditions that you have been very frustrated with for a long
period of time?
D. Object dependence of ambivalence
d1. Do you often see your feelings changing to the extremes by getting very upset with a certain
person who is at other times very important to you?
d2. Do you often have feelings that change to the extremes; such as first looking at a person with
much attraction, then later with distaste?
d3. Do you often change your attitude towards a certain person who is important to you, being kind to
them and then being harsh?
d4. Have you had many experiences in which you suddenly came to dislike a certain person who was
very important to you because of some small reason?
d5. Have you had many experiences in which a certain person who was very important and necessary
to you conversely became a burden?
d6. Have you had many experiences in which you came suddenly to dislike a certain person, which
resulted in you leaving them, even though you had previously gotten along very well with them?
Group 3
E. Disclosure of negative experiences
e1. Do you tend to talk to someone when you have something you are worried about?
e2. Do you tend to talk to someone when you experience something difficult?
e3. Do you tend to talk to someone when you are experiencing something unpleasant?
e4. Do you tend to talk to someone when you experience something heartbreaking?
F. Unfulfilled needs for acceptance
f1. Have you frequently had the experience of being distressed and thinking that talking to somebody
would lighten your mind, but in reality you could not?
f2. Have you frequently had the experience of being angry about something and thought that talking
about it to someone would make you feel fine, but in reality you found that difficult?
f3. Have you frequently had the experience of coming across an annoying matter about which you
thought you might feel fine if only you could talk about it to someone, but because of your
personality you were not able to confide in anyone?
f4. Have you frequently had the experience of coming across a matter that made you angry and even
though you thought you might feel better if only you could talk about it to someone, you were
unable to talk to anyone because of your personality?
f5. Have you frequently had the experience of coming across an annoying matter about which you
thought you might feel better if only you could talk about it to someone, but didn’t have someone
to confide in?
f6. Have you frequently had the experience of coming across a matter that made you angry and even
though you thought you might feel better if only you could talk about it to someone you didn’t
have someone to talk to?
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f7. Have you frequently had the experience of coming across an annoying matter about which you
thought you might feel fine if only you could talk about it to someone, but in reality you could
not?
f8. Have you frequently had the experience of coming across a matter that made you angry and even
though you thought you might feel better if only you could talk about it to someone in reality you
could not?
Group 4
G. Suppression of needs and emotions
g1. Do you tend to give priority to what you want to do even when there are many demands from
people around you?
g2. Do you tend to think of your happiness first?
g3. Are you the kind of person who places priority on your happiness above the happiness of others?
g4. Do you tend to give up your own needs so as to get along well with others?
g5. Do you tend to accept conditions that are not advantageous to you?
g6. Do you tend to give up what you really want to do in consideration of others?
g7. Do you tend to yield to others so as to not make waves in human relations?
g8. Do you feel it is acceptable to hurt someone to some extent as long as you didn’t mean any harm?
g9. Do you feel it is acceptable to cause other people trouble to some extent in order to achieve an
important goal?
g10. Do you find it impossible to go against the expectations of someone important to you no matter
what the circumstances?
g11. Do you find it impossible to do something that would betray someone no matter what the
circumstances?
g12. Does your personality keep you from being irresponsible even when you feel your job
(housework) is a burden?
g13. Do you tend to have troublesome matters on your hands often?
g14. Do you tend to accept requests that have no positive benefits for you personally?
g15. Do you try to stay away as much as possible from relationships from which you do not gain
anything?
g16. Do you often feel that you cannot be yourself and behave more freely, even though you want to?
g17. Do you often feel that you would like to be more honest with yourself, but in reality find it
difficult to do?
H. Rational and anti-emotional tendency
h1. Even if someone does a terrible thing to you, are you the kind of person who cannot be emotional
in front of people, even in front of family members?
h2. Do you under all circumstances try to control your reasoning and avoid, as much as possible,
being emotional?
h3. Even if your heart is very badly hurt by someone, do you try to be calm in your thinking and try
not to criticize them in an emotional manner?
h4. Even if someone does a terrible thing to you, do you try not to become emotional and try to deal
with the situation within the boundaries of commonsense?
h5. Even towards those who behave very offensively, do you try not to confront them emotionally by
trying to understand them?
Group 5
I. Lack of emotional experiences
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i1. In your whole life, have you experienced deep sorrow about something?
i2. In your whole life, have you experienced outrage about something?
i3. In your life, have you experienced uncontrollable anxiety about something?
i4. In your whole life, have you experienced jumping for joy about something?
i5. In your whole life, have you experienced heart thumping happiness about something?
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